The d -dimensional n -colour lattice L d with modular sublattices are studied, when the only one crystallographic type of sublattices does exist and the only one of the colours occupies a sublattice, which is still invariant under k-fold rotation C k . Such kind of colouring always preserves an equal fractions of the colours composed L d . The n -colour lattice with modular sublattices allow to exist the crystallographic rotations C k for k = p r , r ≥ 1 and n ≤ p, where p is a prime number.
For indecomposable point groups in higher dimensions no nontrivial orthogonal transformation commutes with all symmetries so there is no longer this equivalence. One can see however that even in the 2D -case the colouring rules defined in [7] , [8] admit both the lattices with a permutation invariance of different sublattices as well as the lattices where this property is absent (see Fig. 1 ). Moreover such colouring admits a non-equal fractions of the colours composed the entire lattice.
A new algebraic approach [10] to the effective isotropic conductivity problem of 2D infinite non -random composite has shown the existence of self -dual algebraic functions λ n (x i ) which are invariant upon the action of full permutation group S n . The regular arrangement of n colour nodes at the plane, which are corresponding to distinct constituents, is restricted by growing n: the existence of rotation symmetry with C k , k ≥ 3 preserving the permutation invariance of the equal fraction constituents disappear when n > 4. By other hand the mentioned properties can be restored if we admit the quasi-crystalline arrangement of the nodes at the plane via their projection from the high-dimensional colour lattice, which possessed a high-fold rotation axis.
This motivates us to study such kind of colouring where the only one crystallographic type of sublattices does exist: any two sublattices L d q 1 (n) and L d q 2 (n), which belong to the distinct colours q 1 and q 2 respectively, are isomorphic L
(n) via translational motion by a distance and in a direction equal to one of the basic vectors. An isomorphism preserves the equal fractions of the colours in the unit cell. Such sublattices will be called modular due to their relation to the modular equations.
The colour lattices, which we are going to study in the present paper, give rise to another version of Hermann theorem: what rotational axes are survived after colouring the nodes of the lattice L d . In the case d = 2 an answer was found in [11] where an existence of the crystallographic rotations with k = 2, 3, 4 for 2 -colour lattices and k = 3 for 3 -colour lattices was shown. This means that the isotropic tensor of second rank, like conductivity σ, exists in the plane media regularly composed of not more than 3 sort of nodes.
The approach which we exploit here is quite simple: starting from the admitted axes C k we will check which of them are survived after colouring the lattice in n colours.
II. TWO -DIMENSIONAL LATTICES
Before going to CR in the colour lattices we recall its derivation for 2D unicolour (n = 1) lattice. A plane lattice L 2 is arranged as a set of periodic sequences of nodes defined by The rotational part R of every crystallographic symmetry operation has a representation through a unimodular 2 × 2 matrix with integral entries. It is simply to establish this matrix for counter-clockwise isometric rotation R of the order k = 2π/φ k , R k k = I 2 :
where I 2 is a 2 × 2 identity matrix. The admitted values of ψ k and φ k are exhausted by the following list
We will define now a colour plane lattice L 2 (n) as a union of n modular sublattices L 2 q (n), q = 0, 1, ..., n − 1, each of them has a separate colour. The construction of q-th sublattice L 2 q (n) is the following
and all cyclic rotations R k t preserve the invariance of sublattice L 2 q (n)
Here M q,n denotes a set of integer solutions m
of the system of k linear modular equations (3, 4) . Such definition of L 2 (n) has one important corollary: if L 2 (n) is invariant upon the isometric rotation R k then there exist (n − 1) -colour lattice L 2 (n − 1) which is also invariant under rotation R k . Indeed, let us delete one modular sublattice L and possessed a rotation axis C k . We mark the lattice in n colours in accordance with (3), (4) . Acting with an isometric rotation R k (2) onto the entire colour lattice L 2 (n)
we act by the same on all sublattices L 2 q (n)
Let us consider the corresponding system of two modular equations t = 0, 1
Both equations (6), (7) are coincident when the equality (2 − a k ) = 0 mod (n) is valid. This leads to the conclusion
in accordance with [11] . It is simply to convince that the other k − 2 modular equations (4) do not contradict with (8) .
At Figure 2 we present two different colourings of the plane lattice with modular sublattices which preserve the C 3 rotation axis. The similar treatment for two -fold axis C 2 is trivial
that yields
In 3D lattice the numbers of colours N 3 k which preserve the modular invariance (3) remain the same like in 2D lattice.
III. HIGH -DIMENSIONAL LATTICES AND UNIMODULAR MATRIX

REPRESENTATIONS
In this Section we consider CR in high -dimensional colour lattices L d (n) with modular sublattices. We define such lattice in a way similar to (3): it is a union of n modular
where the basic vectors read
A straightforward way to built out the linear modular equations using the matrix representations for every axial rotation C k in L d is cumbersome due to rapid growth of both a number k of equations and a dimension Ψ(k) of irreducible representations. To avoid such algebra we will make use of a special property of axial rotation C p , where p is a prime number. This is a unique rotation, all the powers of which have irreducible representations. Such sort of rotations arranges a natural basis to utilize all other rotations C k with non -prime k.
This symmetry operation has an irreducible representation R p through a unimodular companion matrix [12] 
where R p p = I π , dim I π = p − 1 and I π is an identity matrix. In other words R p is a generator of Abelian group C p over the integer numbers Z. All the powers of R p are also irreducible matrices
E.g.
Let us present its action on the basic vectors e i
or more generally
Then the action on a generic vector d
The modular equations are the following
They are coincident if p = 0 mod (n). Hence it follows N p−1 p = p.
The case k = p 1 p 2 , p 1 = p 2 presents another situation, when the modular equations do not have any solutions. First we show this in the trivial case k = 2p, p = 2. The irreducible representation R 2p = − R p for axial rotation C 2p leads finally to the modular equations
or, more briefly,
which do not have solutions for any modulus n: N
The generic case p 1 = p 2 leads to two equivalent irreducible representations through a
⊗ denotes a tensorial product. It is convenient to present they as block -matrices with companion matrix entries
where R p 1 , R p 2 can be extracted from (11) . The zero -matrices 0 π 1 , 0 π 2 have dim 0 
We have one more simplification in the last formulae which comes due to gcd(p 1 , p 2 ) = 1 and The same is valid for the running variable t 1 and matrices R p 2
Thus the diagonal matrices (18) can be rewritten as following
Let us consider the action
on the basic vectors e j . It can be decomposed in p 2 −1
The corresponding modular equations are
A similar consideration concerned with the action B p 1 p 2 p 2 t 2 leads to the modular equations
Both equations (22) and (23) give a system
In Appendix A we present two irreducible representations A 15 , B 15 for C 15 rotation and give a straightforward solution for corresponding modular equations.
This symmetry operation has an irreducible representation R p r through a unimodular companion matrix [12] det R p r = 1, dim R p r = p r−1 (p − 1) 
The R p r representation has a remarkable property
where R p a−b I p b is formally coincided with R p a−b and has the entries of the identity matrix I p b and zero matrix 0 p b instead of 1 and 0. An action of R p r on the basic vectors read
The corresponding modular equations could be reduced
j+p r−1 (p−2) = 0 mod (n) .
All equations are coincident if p = 0 mod (n). Hence it follows
In Appendix A we give a straightforward solution for corresponding modular equations for the rotation axis C 9 .
This symmetry operation has an irreducible representation R p
-power is a diagonal block -matrix
which decomposes the action of R p 2 .
The generic case can be easily reduced to the previous Section III D and consequently does not give rise to the nontrivial solutions of corresponding modular equations.
IV. CONCLUSION
In the present paper we considered the colour lattice L d (n) with modular sublattices, when the only one crystallographic type of sublattices does exist and the only one of the colours occupies a sublattice, which is still invariant under k-fold rotation C k . Such kind of colouring always preserves an equal fractions of the colours composed L d . The relation between the k -fold of the admitted rotation axis C k and the number n of colours, which marked every modular sublattice, is given by the following formulae
which means that the n -colour lattice with modular sublattices allow to exist the crystallographic rotations C k for k = p r , r ≥ 1 and n ≤ p, where p is a prime number. A simple corollary of (27) gives an answer to the question: what is a minimal dimension d of the colour lattice L d (n) with n modular sublattices, which possess the rotation axis
where p min is a minimal prime number which exceeds n. Both formulae (27), (28) 
Let us give a straightforward solution of modular equations for A 15 irreducible representation R 9 · e 1 = e 2 , R 9 · e 4 = e 5 , R 9 · e 2 = e 3 , R 9 · e 5 = e 6 , R 9 · e 3 = e 4 , R 9 · e 6 = −e 1 − e 4 .
It leads to the following modular equations FIGURE CAPTIONS.
FIG.1.
Five -and two -colourings of the plane lattice with four -rotation axis C 4 .
The first case n = 5 does not possess the permutation invariance of five sublattices, which have not had equal fractions in the unit cell. In opposite, the second case n = 2 does possess both these properties.
FIG.2.
Two -and three -colourings of the plane lattice with modular sublattices, which preserve the C 3 rotation axis. Both lattices are built out of sublattices which preserved the full permutation invariance of the colours of equal fractions.
